Hosted Call Centre

Enhanced call/contact centre features for your business
Many organisations operate a call centre or contact centre environment, with a team of
staff dedicated to making and/or receiving calls.
In such environments, the call routing will need sophisticated treatment, and the team
manager will often demand a greater degree of oversight and control than a normal
phone system can provide.
Inclarity offers a suite of Call Centre features which can be added to your cloud
telephone system to meet these more complex requirements.
Even if your business does not consider its inbound/outbound team to be a call/contact
centre, you may still benefit from the value that the Inclarity Call Centre features can
offer.

The value
Improved efficiency and
productivity
Ensure that customer needs are
met by ensuring their call is
answered quickly, and delivered
to the most appropriate Agent.

Business continuity and
disaster recovery
Scheduling tools to automatically
manage out-of-hours working.
Additional ‘not available’ routing
options to ensure all calls are still
handled in the case of an
emergency.

The Solution:
Dynamic, Automated Call Distribution
Each telephone Subscriber licensed as a Call Centre Agent
is given the ability to Sign In and Sign Out of the Call
Queue.
Through the press of a button in the Phone Manager portal,
or on their Polycom IP handset they can hence announce
when they are Available to take inbound calls from the Call
Queue.
The Call Centre is an overlay to the standard Inclarity
telephone service, which supports a wide range of VoIP
phones – including IP phones, desktop soft phones and
mobile app phones.

Greater business insight

As the telephone system is hosted in the cloud, this means
that Agents can join to take calls at any time, from any
geographic location, using any type of phone – you can
maintain a centralised pool of Agents without the need for a
dedicated, physical contact centre for them to work from.

Use complementary Akixi
reporting tools to analyse call
trends, workloads, and Agent shift
patterns.

For Call Centre Premium Agents in multiple Call Queues,
you can also utilise skill-based routing to ensure each
Available Agent is assigned in the correct priority order.

Contact Centre – Key Features
Call Queuing
The Call Queue will hold all calls waiting for an Available Agent. While each caller is waiting you can
play music, queue information, or other announcements relating to your organisation.
You can set an upper limit on the number of calls that can be queued, and you can also set a timer on
how long people can be held in the queue. You can even offer a way to dial out of the queue to leave a
voicemail, or to be transferred to an operator or receptionist.
For Call Centre Premium Licensed Agents only, you can also use the Call Queue to play a prerecorded ‘whisper’ message to the Agent before the next call is put through to them.

Agent Console
For an additional cost, each Agent can be given a dedicated screen with visual indicators and activity
buttons to manage their calls using the screen, rather than using the buttons on their telephone.
The console also presents your organisation’s business phone directory for ease of call transfer, and
useful statistics on the Call Queue for the Agent’s reference.

Supervisor Monitoring & Reporting
By adding the Akixi 2000 reporting tool to your solution, you can unlock a wide range of additional
management and reporting tools for your Call Centre Supervisors:
•

Real time wallboard/dashboard that displays key metrics of your choice

•

Monitor Agent activity, force Agent status changes, intercept ringing calls, or barge into active calls

•

Review historic CDRs, daily call summaries, and Agent performance

Other Services
The Call Centre can also be combined with Inclarity’s other services, including call recording and CRM
integration.

